Recurrent auricular chondritis and cartilage repair

A P Rozin, E Gez, R Bergman


We present a case of recurrent auricular chondritis, which developed after two injections of a luteinising hormone-releasing hormone (LH-RH) analogue buserelin combined with oral treatment of a pure antiandrogen bicalutamide (Casodex). The patient was treated successfully with a continuous moderate dose of corticosteroids together with azathioprine and methotrexate. Complete repair of the deformed ear followed 7 months after starting the treatment.

Relapsing polychondritis (RP) is a chronic autoimmune cartilaginous inflammation. Auricular chondritis is a presenting sign in over 85% of patients, in which patients' ears become red, swollen, and tender. We observed a painless form of recurrent auricular chondritis complicated by severe cartilage damage.

CASE REPORT

A 69 year old man had a history of old myocardial infarction and prostatic adenocarcinoma (Gleason score VI, stage T2B NO MO). He underwent two injections of an LH-RH analogue buserelin (Suprefact Depot, Aventis Pharma), combined with a pure antiandrogen bicalutamide (Casodex; AstraZeneca).

Five months after starting treatment he presented with a painless redness and swelling of his right ear, which spared the lobe. This inflammation, showing inflammatory mononuclear infiltrate, progressed to include dropping and deformity of the upper part of the ear, and resolved spontaneously after 3 months (figs 1A and 2). The patient was then referred to the rheumatologist.

Besides the dropped pinna, no systemic manifestations were found on physical examination and the patient's neurological status was unremarkable, including normal pain perception. Retinal screening showed no vasculitic changes. Routine laboratory investigation was normal except for raised inflammatory markers: erythrocyte sedimentation rate and C reactive protein. Serum immunoelectrophoresis, antinuclear antibodies, antineutrophil cytoplasmic antibodies, rheumatoid factor, prostate-specific antigen were normal. Viral serology, tuberculin test, and Venereal Disease research Laboratory test were negative. Ultrasound of large vessels and echocardiography were normal. A chest x ray examination and computed tomography (CT), abdominal CT, and bone scan were unremarkable.

Owing to serious coronary disease, the lack of active auricular inflammation and systemic disease, and because buserelin treatment had been stopped, it was decided to observe the patient without treatment. However, painless auricular chondritis of the opposite side occurred 3 months later, supporting an initial suspicion of relapsing polychondritis. Prednisone 40 mg/day and azathioprine 100 mg/day were given. Corticosteroids were tapered to 20 mg/day for 1 month after reduction of inflammation in the opposite ear. Azathioprine treatment was stopped when the liver enzyme level was significantly raised after 2 months of treatment. A daily dose of prednisone 20 mg/day was continued, and oral methotrexate 7.5 mg/week was started after the liver function returned to normal. Partial repair of the auricular cartilage was noted 2 months later and full repair of the deformed ear was seen 7 months after the start of corticosteroids and second line treatment (fig 1B). No auricular deformity of the second ear developed.

DISCUSSION

A case of RP which followed 5 months of antiandrogen treatment with another LH-RH analogue, goserelin (Zoladex) was reported a few years ago. A hormonal precipitating factor in RP has been suggested by reports of patients whose disease worsened during pregnancy or during chorionic gonadotropin treatment. However, RP affects men and women equally.

It is still unclear, what component of antiandrogen treatment might be responsible for the auricular chondritis in our case, but the precedent with other LH-RH analogues points to buserelin as possible offender. Is there really a relation with prostate cancer treatment, when only a few cases are reported among the millions who receive this type of treatment? The question should be further investigated.

We think, that deep suppression of the autoimmune process with a moderate dose of prednisone (20 mg/day) and second line treatment may be the background for effective cartilage repair. It has been shown that corticosteroids might stimulate glycosaminoglycan and DNA synthesis in chondrocytes. It is well known that articular cartilage in adults has a limited ability for self repair. However, if the damage extends beyond the subchondral bone, a repair process ensues in which mesenchymal progenitor cells migrate into the injured site and undergo chondrogenic differentiation. Highly vascularised auricular skin and perichondrial tissue may provide the cartilage with such progenitor cells and growth factors. Painless inflammation of cartilage tissue in the patient with
normal pain perception may indicate early destruction of receptors. If such occult damage involves cartilage tissue of large vessels, the consequences may be dramatic. This concealed process should be considered in planning follow up and prophylaxis of a flare.
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**Cerebral vasculitis as a primary manifestation of systemic lupus erythematosus**

**A T Rowshani, P Remans, A Rozemuller, P P Tak**

---

A 46 year old white man was referred to us because of an 8 week history of severe progressive headache and psychosis. Associated symptoms were minor somnolence, poor concentration, and weight loss of 10 kg in 3 months. No photosensitivity, fever, or night sweats were reported. Neurological examination was unremarkable. Also, general examination failed to show any abnormality. Especially, no skin abnormalities were apparent. Medical history disclosed an undiagnosed period of polyarthritis, and for 1 year he had been receiving acenocoumarol because of diagnosed amaurosis fugax.

Laboratory investigation showed a raised erythrocyte sedimentation rate (30 mm/1st h) with a normal C reactive protein and no signs of anaemia or thrombocytopenia. Leucocyte count was normal with slightly decreased lymphocytes (1.9×10⁹/L). An antinuclear antibody (ANA) test was positive with a homogeneous pattern. A positive *Crithidia* test confirmed the presence of anti-dsDNA antibodies. Low avidity antibodies to dsDNA were detected (43 U/ml). IgM and IgG antibodies to cardiolipin could be demonstrated. The test for lupus anticoagulants was positive. Both lues serology and HIV test were negative. There were no signs of renal or liver disease. Lumbar puncture showed 115×10⁶ leucocytes/L, containing 95% lymphocytes. The protein content of the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) was raised (5 g/l) with an increased IgG index (1.06) without oligoclonal bands. Antineuronal and antiribosomal P-peptide antibodies were negative in serum and CSF. Cytological analysis of CSF and also polymerase chain reaction for mycobacterial infections showed no abnormalities. Chest x ray and cardiac ultrasound examinations were normal. Brain magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) showed an increased signal intensity on T₂ weighted images in the bilateral white matter and in the basal ganglia, which were progressive on repeat MRI (fig 1). Meningeal involvement could not be seen after contrast administration. Cerebral angiography was normal. Brain biopsy showed vasculitis with mononuclear cells, mainly lymphocytes, infiltrating the whole vessel wall, accompanied by fibrinoid necrosis and deposition of IgG and complement in several vessels (fig 2). The diagnosis was neuropsychiatric systemic lupus erythematosus (NPSLE) due to cerebral vasculitis.
Treatment consisting of intravenous methylprednisolone (3 days, 1 g/day), cyclophosphamide monthly (750 mg/m²), and haloperidol resulted in an impressive and sustained clinical and radiological improvement after 6–8 weeks (fig 1). As evaluated by a psychiatrist and a neurologist, he no longer had psychosis, and his severe headache was relieved. He received another two methylprednisolone pulses at weeks 3 and 7 after starting treatment while continuing to receive prednisone 20 mg/day by mouth. Cyclophosphamide pulses will be repeated monthly for 6 months and then every 3 months until he completes 2 years of treatment.

**DISCUSSION**

This patient had cerebral vasculitis as a primary manifestation of NPSLE based on psychosis, an earlier episode of polyarthritis, histopathological findings, positive ANAs, anti-dsDNA antibodies, and antiphospholipid antibodies (aPLs). Active SLE as reflected by systemic organ involvement was notably absent, which made a differential diagnosis with other cerebrovascular events appropriate. This patient is a middle age man who was receiving acenocoumarol because of amaurosis fugax and had low titres of ANAs and anti-dsDNA, all of which is compatible with a low risk profile to develop (NP)SLE. Therefore, we performed a brain biopsy, which clearly demonstrated vasculitis. Cerebral vasculitis in SLE is rare and its incidence in postmortem studies does not reach 10%. Various pathological mechanisms like ischaemic and haemorrhagic events, white matter abnormalities due to aPLs, accelerated atherosclerosis, small vessel vasculopathy, and thromboembolic processes can all play a part. Based on previous studies, it might be argued that aPLs had a role in direct neuronal damage and in the pathogenesis of endothelitis in this patient, although this has not been proved. Cross reactivity between a subset of anti-DNA antibodies with N-methyl-D-aspartate type receptors in SLE supports the notion of shared antigenic target hypothesis as a possible underlying mechanism.

**Figure 1**  (A, B) Axial T₂ weighted fast spin echo MR images of the brain show increased signal intensity in the bilateral white matter and basal ganglia (arrows).  (C, D) Follow up MRI shows a dramatic improvement of the white matter and basal ganglia abnormalities only 8 weeks after starting treatment.

**Figure 2** A cerebral biopsy specimen was taken from the right parietal hemisphere, leptomeninx, and cortex (original magnification ×200 and ×40). Severe histopathological signs of cerebral vasculitis in the cortex and leptomeninx can be seen, consisting of a diffuse mononuclear cell infiltrate through the whole vessel wall with fibrinoid necrosis in the presence of a normal cerebral angiogram of the same hemisphere.
No “gold standard” diagnostic test is available at present. Various attempts to link the pathogenesis with sensitive and specific tests have failed so far. Serum or CSF markers to detect NPSLE are lacking. MRI findings correlate with clinical manifestations only with a moderate sensitivity. Angiography may be normal if predominantly small vessels are affected. A recent European survey showed a high degree of perceived attention for cerebral angiography as a diagnostic tool for cerebral vasculitis. This patient clearly demonstrates that a normal angiograph cannot rule out fulminate cerebral vasculitis. Despite the low risk of complication, a brain biopsy is usually not needed unless primary cerebral vasculitis is suspected. However, a combination of clinical, serological, and imaging data usually has sufficient diagnostic value and can be used to make the diagnosis in order to institute adequate immunosuppressive treatment.8–10 This case report demonstrates that cerebral vasculitis as demonstrated by brain biopsy is a primary and early manifestation of NPSLE.
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C reactive protein: protecting from lupus in familial Mediterranean fever
S Ozen, A Bakkaloglu

C-reactive protein (CRP), a member of the pentraxin family, is a widely measured acute phase reactant. CRP concentrations have been shown to be increased in familial Mediterranean fever (FMF), which is the most common autoinflammatory disorder around the world. Interestingly, CRP is not only increased during the attacks of FMF but in between the attacks as well.1 Serum amyloid A protein levels are also increased in these patients.4

We have observed in our paediatric registry of over 1000 patients with FMF that many rheumatic diseases such as vasculitis and juvenile arthritis accompany FMF; we suggested that this might be due to the increased inflammatory milieu in these patients.1 However, none of the patients had systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE). Conversely, none of our patients with SLE had associated FMF.

Again in a multicentre study including about 3000 Turkish patients, certain inflammatory diseases were markedly increased, whereas SLE was not.5 We suggest that this is because of the high levels of CRP in these patients.1 These molecules are known to play an important part in the removal of apoptotic material by binding to the exposed small nuclear ribonucleoprotein (snRNP) particles. CRP mediates the removal of apoptotic cells.6 Defective disposal of the potential autoantigens presented in the apoptotic blebs is a contributory factor in the pathogenesis of SLE. CRP has also been shown to bind to snRNPs.7 Recently, Russell et al have shown that a polymorphism in the CRP gene associated with lower CRP levels was associated with antinuclear antibody formation and they suggested that reduced basal CRP expression predisposes to the development of SLE.8 The rarity of SLE in patients with FMF may yet be further indirect clinical evidence of the role of CRP in protection against autoimmune diseases.

On the other hand, Adedjop and Davis drew attention to the decreased prevalence of SLE in West Africa;4 they suggested that increased tropical infections might be a protective factor in this case.9 FMF is a very common disease in people of the eastern Mediterranean. Protection against SLE was probably not the selective advantage of the mutated gene; however, the augmented acute phase response seems to offer these patients at least one protection.
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Iron deficiency anaemia in chronic inflammatory rheumatic diseases: low mean cell haemoglobin is a better marker than low mean cell volume

J Francis, D Sheridan, A Samanta, F E Nichol

Iron deficiency anaemia (IDA) is a common and complex problem in chronic inflammatory rheumatic diseases. The predominant cause of IDA is gastrointestinal blood loss, often due to drug treatment. However, asymptomatic colonic and gastric carcinoma may present with IDA and exclusion of these conditions is of prime concern.

The British Society of Gastroenterology has recently revised the guidelines for the diagnosis and management of IDA in the general population.1 These guidelines use a combination of low haemoglobin, low mean cell volume (MCV), and low serum ferritin to diagnose IDA.

Diagnosing IDA in the presence of chronic inflammation as seen in rheumatoid arthritis, poses considerable difficulty because serum ferritin is an acute phase reactant and rises in the presence of inflammation. A further complicating factor in our population is that MCV tends to be spuriously raised as a result of disease modifying anti-rheumatic drug (DMARD) treatment—in particular, sulfasalazine, methotrexate, and azathioprine.

It has been suggested by Jolobe2 and Brion et al3 that low mean cell haemoglobin (MCH) correlates better with low ferritin levels and hence is better than low MCV as an aid to identifying patients with IDA, though this is still not widely used in routine clinical practice.

This study aimed at investigating whether MCV or MCH in combination with serum ferritin could be used effectively in screening for IDA in our patients.

METHODS AND RESULTS

We undertook a retrospective study of our patients with chronic inflammatory rheumatic diseases who were receiving regular blood monitoring for second line treatment. Those who were anaemic (haemoglobin <115 g/l in women and <130 g/l in men, which are the lower limits of normal range of haemoglobin concentration for the local laboratory)1 on at least two occasions at least 1 month apart, were identified from “drug monitoring records”. Further, those who were “iron deficient” were identified from APEX (computerised laboratory results system) based on low serum ferritin (<20 µg/l), low MCV (<80 fl), and low MCH (<27 pg).

A total of 1231 records were examined (patient characteristics are outlined in table 1). Three hundred and four (24.7%) were found to be anaemic during a 12 month period.

Sixty eight of these (22.4%) were identified as “definite IDA” (serum ferritin levels <20 µg/l, identified as the lower limit of normal range for the local laboratory). Of these 68, 44 (65%) had low MCV, but 56 (82%) had low MCH levels (p = 0.016, Fisher’s exact test). In 36 patients with “probable IDA” (serum ferritin levels 20–100 µg/l), MCV was low in 14 (39%), but MCH was low in 26 (72%) (p = 0.004).

DISCUSSION

IDA is common and often difficult to identify accurately in patients with chronic inflammatory rheumatic diseases. Bone marrow aspiration remains the preferred test for its diagnosis, but has the disadvantage of being invasive. Thus, we are limited to using serological tests of iron stores, the best validated of which is serum ferritin, which is the most powerful test of iron deficiency.4

It has been proposed by Goddard et al that a serum ferritin concentration of >100 µg/l excludes IDA in the presence of concurrent inflammation, malignancy, or hepatic disease.1 Further, though serum transferrin receptor assay can help to distinguish between the anaemia of chronic disease and iron deficiency, it is no better than serum ferritin.5 However, there are no widely accepted guidelines for the diagnosis and management of IDA in our patient population, which represent a unique subset of patients.

Our study shows that a higher proportion of patients with both “definite IDA” and “probable IDA” had a low MCH compared with a low MCV. Low MCH correlated better with iron deficiency than low MCV.

Table 1 Patient characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age (years), mean (range)</th>
<th>60 (22–82)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sex (%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rheumatological diagnoses (%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rheumatoid arthritis</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psoriatic arthritis</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seronegative spondyloarthropathy</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLE</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


We suggest that in chronic inflammatory arthropathies, if the haemoglobin is low, then MCH is a better marker of iron deficiency than MCV. We therefore propose that MCH in conjunction with serum ferritin is a better predictor of IDA in patients with chronic inflammatory rheumatic diseases.
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**Reactivation of a latent precore mutant hepatitis B virus related chronic hepatitis during infliximab treatment for severe spondyloarthropathy**

D Wendling, B Auge, D Bettinger, A Lohse, G Le Huede, S Bresson-Hadni, E Toussirot, J-P Miguet, G Herbein, V Di Martino

---

We report a case of hepatitis B virus (HBV) reactivation following the use of anti-tumour necrosis factor α (TNFα) antibodies that illustrates the need for careful viral monitoring and pre-emptive antiviral treatment in such patients.

**CASE REPORT**

A 35 year old white woman presented with a history of chronic hepatitis B without an increase in serum alanine aminotransferase (ALT) or detectable HBV DNA by a hybridisation technique since its diagnosis (in 1993); she was thus considered to be an asymptomatic HBV carrier. Her serological status was as follows: hepatitis B surface antigen positive, hepatitis B e antigen negative, hepatitis B e antibody positive, suggesting HBV precore mutant. Her rheumatological history began in September 2001 with oligoarthritis, inflammatory low back pain, limitation of motion, and anterior chest wall involvement. Symptoms improved incompletely with non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs. Biological inflammation (erythrocyte sedimentation rate 62 mm/1st h, C reactive protein 53 mg/l), positive HLA-B27 typing, and sacroiliitis on x-ray examination completed the picture.

The patient did not respond to successive methylprednisolone boluses, sacroiliac injections of steroids, salazosulfapyridine, and methotrexate (15 mg/week) then associated with paminodronate infusions. No changes in transaminases or HBV DNA load were detected during this period.

Infliximab was started (5 mg/kg/infusion at weeks 0, 2, and 6) in August 2003, while she continued to receive methotrexate and non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs, with good response (over 50% improvement of the Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index (BASDAI)) and return to a normal C reactive protein.

Follow up showed a progressive increase in serum transaminases, together with an increase in HBV DNA load assessed by quantitative real time polymerase chain reaction (TaqMan; fig 1), with persistent negativity of hepatitis B e antigen and positivity of hepatitis B c antibody. A 100 mg/day course of lamivudine treatment was promptly started in January 2004, while continuing infliximab every 8 weeks. This was followed by return to normal transaminase level, and undetectable HBV DNA load.

**DISCUSSION**

In this case of severe spondyloarthropathy, anti-TNFα treatment was, as expected, efficacious for treatment of the disease, but was followed by the first episode of HBV reactivation associated with hepatic cytolysis. In this case, infliximab was probably the culprit. Firstly, our patient was an asymptomatic HBV carrier, without any increase in serum ALT recorded over a long follow up period. Secondly, although she received methotrexate, which may favour HBV reactivation through its immunosuppressive properties and induce subfulminant HBV reactivation after its withdrawal, no change in HBV DNA load was seen during the 9 months of methotrexate monotherapy.

Although the mechanism involved in anti-TNF antibody induced HBV reactivation is not fully understood, it is well known that TNFα as well as interferon γ, is produced during the innate immune response in the liver and has antiviral properties by inhibiting the replication of HBV DNA. Moreover, inactivation of TNFα mediated apoptosis of cytotoxic lymphocytes by anti-TNFα antibodies may account for more severe liver disease.

Our report is consistent with previously published cases of HBV reactivation after the use of infliximab. In the first case, it occurred 16 months after starting infliximab for rheumatoid arthritis and was controlled with both lamivudine treatment and discontinuation of infliximab; in two cases of Crohn’s disease, reactivation of chronic hepatitis B occurred after withdrawal of infliximab. Conversely, in another case of severe ankylosing spondylitis with chronic hepatitis B, a 1 year course of infliximab and methotrexate...
had no deleterious effect on liver biochemistry or HBV DNA load. It is noteworthy that in this latter case with favourable outcome, concomitant lamivudine treatment had been started 1 year before infliximab and controlled HBV replication.8 Hence, in HBV positive patients, further studies are needed to investigate the room and the timing for preventive lamivudine treatment.7 Moreover, pre-emptive lamivudine treatment (that is, started after the detection of a significant increase in serum HBV DNA load), as in our case, should also be able to control HBV reactivation in patients receiving infliximab, while continuing this treatment.
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Figure 1: Outcome of serum HBV DNA (black squares) expressed in log copies per millilitre, and serum ALT (white circles), expressed in times over the upper limit of normal range (ULN). Serum HBV DNA was quantified using an in-house real time polymerase chain reaction (TaqMan) with primers and probe located in the core region and conserved among HBV genotypes.
Use of herbal remedies and potential drug interactions in rheumatology outpatients

W Holden, J Joseph, L Williamson

Although the use of complementary and alternative therapies by rheumatology outpatients is increasingly acknowledged, little attention has been given to the safety of these treatments. Herbal and over the counter remedies are currently exempt from legislation governing conventional drugs such as quality control and post-marketing surveillance. The European Parliament has approved a directive proposed by the European Commission on traditional herbal medicines. Once this directive comes into force, legislation in the UK will follow and may lead to a registration scheme for traditional herbal remedies. It has been suggested that transitional licensing agreements will take at least 5½ years to establish. Until that time, it is probable that there will be an increase in the thousands of reports of adverse effects associated with herbal remedies, as well as more evidence of harmful interactions with conventional drugs. Rheumatology outpatients may be at particularly high risk of interactions with conventional medication because of high rates of polypharmacy and comorbidity.

Gingko biloba, devil’s claw, ginger, and garlic may have antiplatelet or other anticoagulant effects, and have been associated with haemorrhagic complications. These remedies may therefore exacerbate the gastrointestinal bleeding risk of non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDS) or corticosteroids. Echinacea may be hepatotoxic and exacerbate this adverse effect of disease modifying antirheumatic drugs (DMARDs).

Our aim was to quantify the proportion of rheumatology outpatients who were taking herbal or over the counter remedies and to assess the number at potential risk of harmful interactions with their conventional rheumatological drugs. We also looked at the patients’ perceived risk of the remedies they used and whether or not they had sought advice from a healthcare professional before starting the remedy.

Two hundred and thirty eight follow up rheumatology outpatients in three centres (Oxford, Swindon, Cirencester) completed an anonymous questionnaire about their rheumatological diagnosis, conventional drug treatment, and use of herbal and over the counter remedies during the past 6 months. Patients were asked whether they were aware of any side effects from the remedies, interactions with their prescription drug, and whether they had sought advice from a doctor or pharmacist before starting the remedy.

One hundred and five (44%) patients had used herbal or over the counter remedies in the past 6 months. The most commonly used remedies were cod liver oil (83/238 (35%)), glucosamine and/or chondroitin (50/238 (21%)), and evening primrose oil (26/238 (11%)). Twenty six (11%) patients were taking remedies that might interact with conventional drugs. Five of 120 (4%) patients receiving DMARDS were at increased risk of hepatotoxicity by also taking echinacea. Twenty four of 238 (10%) patients were at increased risk of bleeding disorders by also taking ginkgo biloba, garlic, or devil’s claw with NSAIDS or corticosteroids. Twenty four of 26 patients at risk of harmful interactions were unaware of this, and 10/26 had sought advice from a health professional before starting the remedy.

Doctors may not recognise potential adverse effects associated with herbal remedies, and patients may be reluctant to report either the use of herbal remedies or adverse effects. Healthcare workers should remember to be particularly vigilant to ask about herbal remedies when taking a drug history. Both patients and prescribers need more education on the risks and potential interactions of these preparations.
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Anti-cyclic citrullinated peptide antibodies in patients with primary Sjögren's syndrome

G J Tobón, P A Correa, J-M Anaya

Primary Sjögren’s syndrome (pSS) is an autoimmune late-onset disease characterised mainly by sicca symptoms. Lymphocytic infiltrate of the minor salivary glands and the presence of autoantibodies are the hallmarks of disease. The spectrum of pSS extends from an organ-specific autoimmune disorder (autoimmune exocrinopathy) to a systemic process that may involve the musculoskeletal system, leading to arthralgias and arthritis. In the latter case, differential diagnosis with other autoimmune diseases like rheumatoid arthritis (RA) is a challenge.

In these situations, specific antibodies may be useful for making a correct diagnosis and, consequently, guide treatment. Anti-cyclic citrullinated peptide (anti-CCP) antibodies have been shown to be a specific marker for the diagnosis of RA. They bind to determinants rich in the unusual amino acid, citrulline, generated by deamination of arginine. We have read the recent article by Gottenberg et al., in which a 7.5% prevalence of anti-CCP antibodies in 134 French patients with pSS was reported. Here, we describe a similar experience in Colombian patients with pSS.

We evaluated 53 patients who fulfilled the classification criteria of the American-European Consensus Group for pSS, and 79 patients with RA fulfilling the American College of Rheumatology classification criteria, of whom nine had secondary SS to RA. All patients with SS had a minor salivary gland biopsy disclosing a lymphocytic infiltrate with a focus score >1. Demographics and cumulative clinical and laboratory manifestations over the course of disease for the patients with SS were obtained and classified according to the terminology proposed by Oxholm et al. No patient with pSS met the RA classification criteria.

Anti-CCP antibodies were determined by enzyme linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) using the anti-CCP2 kit QUANTA lite (INOVA Diagnostics Inc, San Diego, CA, USA). Levels above 60 IU were considered positive. Five (9%) patients with pSS tested positive for anti-CCP antibodies, and table 1 shows their main characteristics. Demographic and clinical characteristics of these five patients were not significantly different from those with pSS who were negative for anti-CCP antibodies, including articular involvement (arthralgias and/or arthritis). It should be noted that their long duration of disease (12.6 (7) years) together with a lack of erosions on x-ray examination do not support a diagnosis of RA. Sixty six (84%) patients with RA were positive for anti-CCP antibodies (p<0.001); clinical and immunogenetic characteristics of these patients are described elsewhere. Six of nine (67%) patients with secondary SS to RA tested positive for anti-CCP antibodies.

Our results indicate a low prevalence of anti-CCP antibodies in pSS. However, an anti-CCP positive test in patients with suggestive SS does not rule out the diagnosis of pSS, even in the presence of arthritic involvement. In addition, a positive anti-CCP test in patients with pSS is not necessarily a risk for articular involvement or development of RA. Further studies are warranted to elucidate the role of anti-CCP antibodies in pSS.

Table 1: Clinical and immunological features of patients with pSS with anti-CCP antibody

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patient No</th>
<th>Age (years)</th>
<th>Disease duration (years)</th>
<th>Anti-CCP antibodies (IU/ml)</th>
<th>Synovitis (Y/N)</th>
<th>Systemic manifestation</th>
<th>Serum IgG (g/l)</th>
<th>RF</th>
<th>Anti-Ro</th>
<th>Anti-La</th>
<th>Focus score &gt;1</th>
<th>ACR criteria for RA (n)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Anthralgia, Raynaud’s phenomenon</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>181</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Arthritis, thyroiditis</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>185</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Raynaud’s phenomenon</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Arthritis</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>171</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Arthralgia, skin vasculitis, thyroiditis</td>
<td>9.6</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mean (SD) 59.4 (16.6) 12.6 (7) 159.6 (27.4) 2/5 4/5 2/5 0/5 5/5

Anti-CCP, anti-cyclic citrullinated peptide antibodies; RF, rheumatoid factor; ACR, American College of Rheumatology; RA, Rheumatoid Arthritis; ND, not done.
Brucellosis as a cause of carpal tunnel syndrome

G Pappas, S Markoula, S Seitaridis, N Akritidis, E Tsianos

Carpal tunnel syndrome (CTS) is the commonest entrapment neuropathy, often idiopathic, and sometimes secondary to a variety of aetiologies, rarely infectious. We present three cases of CTS arising in the course of infection by *Brucella melitensis*, and responding to specific antibiotic treatment. As far as we know, these are the first reported cases implicating brucellosis in the pathogenesis of CTS.

CASE REPORTS

Brucellosis is endemic in northwestern Greece. Among the numerous cases diagnosed and treated in the past 2 years, three patients presented with clinical symptoms suggestive of CTS, unilateral numbness and tingling sensation in the distribution of the median nerve.

On clinical examination, all three patients had positive Tinel’s and Phalen’s signs, and history, clinical, and laboratory examination excluded other possible causes of secondary CTS. No other neurological complications were noted. The diagnosis was confirmed by nerve conduction studies which, in one of the patients, apart from sensory fibres, elicited also a mild delay in the distal motor latency. The diagnosis of brucellosis was based on a consistent clinical picture and positive serology (Wright’s agglutination test >1/320, and positive enzyme linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) serology). The first patient concurrently exhibited generalised weakness, the second patient was considered to have chronic brucellosis with a relapse presenting with fever, arthritis, and malaise, and the third patient presented with relapsing fever and polyarthritis, affecting the wrist. All three patients reported that CTS symptoms presented concurrently with the symptoms attributed to the disease.

All three patients were treated exclusively for brucellosis, one with doxycycline and rifampicin, and two with doxycycline and ciprofloxacin. The patients reported resolution of the symptoms when treatment ended at 6 weeks, and were further evaluated 3 months later with no evidence of relapse. Repeat nerve conduction studies were normal.

DISCUSSION

Although CTS is the commonest entrapment neuropathy encountered, many aspects of its aetiology remain obscure. Often termed idiopathic, CTS can none the less be attributed to a variety of underlying disorders and processes, while random reports of CTS secondary to infectious diseases also exist.

Brucellosis remains a significant burden for many developing countries. Although the disease is usually readily diagnosed and treated, it can present with a variety of focal complications, or exhibit, especially if mistreated, a chronic course.

Neurological complications in the course of brucellosis are unusual. Peripheral neuropathy is rarely reported. Entrapment neuropathies though have never before been reported in association with brucellosis.

Various pathogenic mechanisms can be proposed for the appearance of CTS in the course of brucellosis, as illustrated by the three cases we present. The first of our patients seemed to have acute brucellosis, with a concurrent flexor tenosynovitis, resulting in median nerve compression and CTS. The second patient had chronic brucellosis, which is characterised by granuloma formation, development of which in the median nerve canal might result in the evolution of CTS. The third patient presented with polyarthritis affecting the wrist, with the resulting inflammation presumably implicated in the pathogenesis of CTS.

There is no way of knowing whether the median nerve dysfunction was secondary to a local mononeuritis or peripheral neuropathy, and no tissue was obtained to confirm a pathological diagnosis of flexor tenosynovitis associated with *Brucella*. It would seem unreasonable to perform an invasive procedure for the sake of scientific curiosity, because our patients responded readily to antibiotic treatment.

We conclude by emphasising the importance of including brucellosis in the differential diagnosis of secondary CTS in countries where the disease is endemic, because the variety of its clinical presentation, both in the acute and chronic form of the disease, can often be troubling.

---
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Polymorphism at position –308 of the tumour necrosis factor α gene and rheumatoid arthritis pharmacogenetics

J E Fonseca, T Carvalho, M Cruz, P Nero, M Sobral, A F Mourão, J Cavaleiro, D Ligeiro, I Abreu, M Carmo-Fonseca, J C Branco

The pharmacogenetic relevance of the tumour necrosis factor α (TNFα) gene has just begun to be investigated. There is only preliminary evidence that the –238 GG genotype is associated with unresponsiveness to conventional disease modifying antirheumatic drugs1 and that a combination of alleles (–308 TNF1/TNF1 and –1087 GG interleukin 10) is associated with good responsiveness to etanercept.2 In addition, Mugnier et al recently suggested that patients with rheumatoid arthritis (RA) with a TNFα –308 GG genotype might, in the short term, be better infliximab responders than patients with AA or AG genotypes.3

To evaluate the influence of the polymorphism at position –308 of the TNFα gene in the long term response to infliximab, we performed a prospective study of 22 consecutive patients with RA who were given infliximab treatment. All patients fulfilled the American College of Rheumatology 1987 revised criteria for RA4 and had a Disease Activity Score in 28 joints (DAS28)5 persistently above 3.2 at inclusion and after 1 year of follow up. A blinded observer (JEF) using the Sharp/van der Heijde method analysed radiographs.6 DNA was extracted from a blood sample and the TNFα gene polymorphism at position –308 was determined by polymerase chain reaction, according to Grove et al.7 Patients who had the AA or AG genotype were compared with those who had the GG genotype. Comparisons of the two groups were evaluated by Student’s two tailed t test. All patients gave informed consent and the Egas Moniz Hospital ethics committee approved the study.

Fifteen of the 22 (68%) patients had the –308 GG genotype and 7/22 (32%) patients the –308 AG genotype. No significant differences were found between the two groups for disease duration (AG: 5.7 (4.9) years and GG: 10.3 (7.1) years; mean (SD)), age of onset (AG: 47.9 (14.2) years and GG: 45.8 (11.1) years), baseline DAS28 (AG: 4.2 (1.3) and GG: 5.0 (1.5)), baseline modified Sharp score (AG: 97.7 (40.3) and GG: 97.8 (67.2)), and baseline HAQ (AG: 1.32 (0.51) and GG: 1.47 (0.68)). Two of the seven (29%) AG patients were DR3 positive, whereas only one of 15 (7%) GG patients was DR3 positive.

After 24.8 (11.5) months of treatment with infliximab, patients with the –308 GG genotype had a significantly better response than the patients with the –308 AG genotype. In fact, they had a decrease in the DAS28 score of –2.4 (0.6), whereas the –308 AG group had a slight increase in the DAS28 score of +0.12 (0.18) (p<0.01). This difference was significant from the second month of treatment (fig 1). There was also a tendency for a better HAQ evolution in the –308 GG group (a decrease of –0.38 (0.74) in the GG group and an increase of 0.32 (0.92) in the AG group; p = 0.064). Curiously, there was no difference in the radiological outcome (both groups had a decrease in the modified Sharp score of, respectively, –1 (13.1) and –1 (15.7); NS).

Our observations show that the TNFα –308 genotype AG is associated with sustained (over 1 year) high disease activity and functional degradation despite treatment with infliximab, in patients with RA refractory to conventional disease modifying antirheumatic drugs.
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